Shrinkage of VLSI feature size and use of advanced Reticle Enhancement Technologies (RET) in manufacturing such as OPC and PSM have dramatically pushed up cost of mask. For example of a 130nm or 90nm mask set, the mask cost can easily reach one or two million US dollars. Shuttle mask is an effective method to share the mask cost by putting different chips on the same mask. Shuttle mask floorplanning is a key step to pack these chips according to certain objectives and constraints related to cost, yield, and manufacturability. In this paper, we present a simulated annealing based floorplanner to solve the shuttle mask floorplanning problem with multiple optimization objectives and constraints. We will consider area minimization, density optimization (for manufacturability enhancement with CMP), wafer utilization maximization, die-to-die inspection constraint, die orientation constraint and their combinations. A nice property of our floorplanner is that it can be easily adapted to different cost models of mask and wafer manufacturing. Experiments on industry data show promising results.
INTRODUCTION
The past decades have witnessed VLSI feature size continuously shrinking into the deep sub-micron regime under governance of Moore's law, which brings many challenges to VLSI manufacturing. Among these challenges subwavelength lithography is one of the most important. Nowadays integrated circuits at 130nm and 90nm technology nodes are typically fabricated by 193nm optical lithography tools. It is necessary to use advanced Reticle Enhancement Technologies (RET) such as optical proximity correction (OPC) and phase shifting mask (PSM) to ensure the image of these circuits can be printed on the wafer as close to the layout of the original design as possible.
However, shrinking VLSI feature size and use of RET have dramatically pushed up cost of mask, because the complexity and volume of data written to the mask are quickly increasing. It needs more blank materials, longer writing time, and more accurate inspection and repair processes to make such a set of masks. As a result, a set of masks at 130nm node may cost up to one million US dollars, and the number is estimated to double at 90nm node. For prototype and low volume designs, the mask cost is prohibitively expensive because it cannot be amortized over the volume.
Shuttle mask is an effective method to share the mask cost among these prototypes and low volume designs by putting different chips on the same mask, as shown in Figure 1 . Although use of the shuttle mask leads to extra overhead such as the growing size of data file, higher complexity of the mask, and extra time/expense introduced by cutting different chips from wafers, the overhead is still much lower than the total cost to make multiple sets of masks. For this reason, use of shuttle mask becomes popular. Chip designers can access the shuttle service provided by major foundries and manufacturers such as TSMC and IBM.
A key step to make a shuttle mask is to efficiently pack different chips together according to certain optimization objectives and constraints. This step is known as shuttle mask floorplanning. Unlike traditional floorplanning in circuit design whose major objective is to minimize of area and total wire length of a chip, shuttle mask floorplanning aims at multiple objectives and constraints related to cost, manufacturability and yield. These objectives and constraints include: (1) area minimization to save mask cost; (2) die-to-die inspection constraint to improve the defect inspection; (3) density optimization to improve topography variation, which is critical to yield; (4) wafer utilization to save wafer cost and chip production time; and (5) others, for example, die orientation constraint to guarantee the manufacturability. Because of the novelty of these objectives and constraints, shuttle mask floorplanning becomes an interesting and challenging problem and has drawn attention of researchers in EDA community [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ] . To our knowledge, Chen and Lynn published the earliest paper on shuttle mask floorplanning in early 2003 [1] . They only considered the area minimization objective that was actually a simplified version of classical floorplanning problem. Later Xu et al. [2] studied the minimum area slicing floorplan problem with die-to-die inspection constraint that is important for defect inspection on mask. Around the same time appeared Andersson et al's work [3] , in which they used a "grid" floorplan which tried to handle both the area minimization and wafer utilization maximization objectives. Afterwards, Kahng et al. [4] also studied simultaneous area minimization and wafer utilization maximization. They used non-slicing floorplan, and assumed the chip with varying width and height. Later, Kahng et al [5] considered another formulation of area minimization and wafer utilization maximization in which wafer utilization was represented as a constraint, rather than an objective. In this paper they revisited "grid" floorplan and claimed improvements on experimental results over their previous work.
In this paper, we present a simulated annealing based floorplanner solving the shuttle mask floorplanning problem with multiple optimization objectives and constraints. We will consider area minimization, density optimization (for manufacturability enhancement with CMP), wafer utilization maximization, die-to-die inspection constraint, die orientation constraint, and their combinations. A nice property of our floorplanner is that it can be easily adapted to different cost models of mask and wafer manufacturing. For example, different weight parameters can be assigned to these objectives and constraints to reflect preferences on area, density distribution, inspection, wafer utilization, and their combination. Experiments on industry data show promising results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate different objectives and constraints of shuttle mask floorplanning. Section 3 shows how to handle these objectives and constraints by using certain techniques and algorithms in our floorplanner. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results. Conclusions are in Section 5.
OBJECTIVES AND CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we will look at the following objectives and constraints in shuttle mask floorplanning: (1) area minimization; (2) wafer utilization; (3) density optimization; and (4) die-to-die inspection. The investigation on each objective or constraint is combined with review of the related previous work. Background information such as wafer cutting and topography variation for CMP will also be presented.
Area Minimization
Area minimization is a natural and important objective for shuttle mask floorplanning. Given a set of chips, a compact shuttle mask floorplan will lead to more projections on the wafer; it also allows more chips to be put on the shuttle as long as these chips can be packed in the frame of maximum printing field. Cost is reduced in both cases, In addition, area minimization is probably the easiest objective to optimize. If we only consider area minimization, shuttle mask floorplanning is actually a simplified version of classical floorplanning problem in circuit design, because chips are all rectangles without wire connection among them. Although optimally packing rectangles is proved to be an NP-hard problem, there have been efficient heuristics to solve it near-optimally. As mentioned in Introduction, Chen et al's work [1] mainly focuses on area minimization of shuttle mask floorplan. Their floorplan can either be slicing [6] or non-slicing [7] . A bottom-left fill algorithm is proposed to find near-optimal packing. Although they didn't report how compact the floorplan generated by their algorithm was, from the example diagram it seems the result can be improved remarkably.
Wafer Utilization Maximization
Shuttle mask floorplanning becomes novel, interesting and challenging only when the primary objective area minimization is combined with other objectives or constraints specific in manufacturing process, for example, wafer utilization. Most of the times chips on wafer are cut out by a cutting saw that traverses the whole wafer horizontally or vertically. Because chips on shuttle mask have different sizes and shapes, cutting out one chip may destroy another, as shown in Figure 2 . How to pack chips on shuttle mask such that as many chips as possible can be cut out from the wafer thus such that as few wafers as possible are consumed becomes another important objective, i.e., wafer utilization, which can be defined as the reciprocal of the number of wafers required to cut out all chips. Obviously, the less the number of chips to be destroyed, the higher the wafer utilization. Consider two chips A and B Their positions on the shuttle mask will determine whether cutting out one will destroy another. The position of a chip can be represented by a pair of intervals:
where L x and L y are the coordinates of the left-down corner; U x and U y are the coordinates of the right-up corner. It is straightforward that A and B can be cut out simultaneously without destroying each other if and only if (1) 
projections on x-axis and y-axis are not overlapped, or (2) 
For any pair of chip not satisfy the above conditions, we call them are in horizontal or vertical conflict.
[3] considered a "grid" floorplan for shuttle mask that reduced the possibility of chips' overlap on x-axis or y-axisas shown in Figure 3 . A shuttle mask will be partitioned into a grid first. Then each cell in the grid will be assigned to a chip. The grid structure prevents chips neither in the same row nor in the same column from conflicting. They studied the area minimization problem of such grid floorplan and its variants, and suggested a series of approximation algorithms. Their approach looks interesting theoretically. However, they didn't explicitly evaluate the wafer utilization of a grid floorplan, and no experimental results were reported to show the effectiveness of their approach.
[4] was the first paper that explicitly evaluated the wafer utilization (yield in their paper). They used the non-slicing floorplan to represent shuttle mask (multi-project reticle in their paper). Given a shuttle mask floorplan, they defined H-conflict and V-conflict graphs to indicate the conflict relation between any two chips on the mask. An example is shown in Figure 4 . A maximal independent set in H-conflict graph corresponds to a set of chips that can be horizontally cut at the same time. Assuming reticle projections were arranged as a RxT matrix, they assigned an independent set of Hconflict graph (ISH) to each row and an independent set of V-conflict graph (ISV) to each column. For the reticle projection at (i, j), the intersection of i-th row's ISH and j-th column's ISV would determine which chips to be cut out. Such an assignment of ISH and ISV was called a "wafer dicing plan", as shown in Figure 5 . Cost of a dicing plan was defined as the minimum number of wafers required to get the volume of all chips. Given a shuttle mask floorplan, they proposed a non-linear programming formulation and several integer linear programming formulation to find an optimal dicing plan, and a simulated annealing heuristic to quickly find the near-optimal solution. Cost of a shuttle mask floorplan was the weighted combination of area and cost of its dicing plan. Figure  2 . Assume its projections on wafer compose of a 2x2 matrix. Maximal independent sets {1,2} and {3,4} of H-conflict graph in Figure 4 are assigned to the first and the second row; .maximal independent sets {1,3} and {2,4} of V-conflict graph are assigned to the first and the second column.
However, a major problem appeared when they tried to reduce the conflict so as to improve the cost of dicing floorplan. In their paper, they made a questionable assumption that a chip could be cut out with variable margins from different reticle projections, as shown in Figure 6 . Such variable margins will inevitably result in difficulties in packaging. . With variable margin assumption, chip 1 now can be cut out together with either {2, 3} or {4,5}. However, the two copies of chip 1 will have different size, for in the latter case chip 1 will have an extra margin.
Later Kahng et al revisited the grid floorplan [5] . This time they removed the assumption of variable margins. In addition, wafer utilization appeared as a constraint, instead of an objective. Their problem was formulated as finding a grid floorplan with minimum area such that the wafer utilization was no less than certain value. They used branch-andbound search to find the optimal solution. Experimental results showed improvements on both area and wafer utilization over [4] .
Density Optimization
The two objectives we have discussed so far are both about cost. As a matter of fact, different shuttle mask floorplans will also impact one of the most important manufacturability factors: chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) for oxide planarization. CMP polishing process is required for planarization of wafer surface, as lack of planarity may lead to insufficient depth of focus [8] . The topography variation of wafer surface after CMP is closely related to the feature density distribution [9, 10] . Given the feature density distribution, a 2-D low-pass filter model proposed by Ouma et al is widely used to estimate the post-CMP topography variation [11] . In this model, circuit layout is abstracted to a grid of small squares called cells. Each cell has a feature density defined as the total area covered by the feature in the cell divided by the area of the whole cell. With long enough polishing time, the oxide thickness distribution after CMP can be modeled as:
is a weighing function serving as a 2-D lowpass filter, d(i,j) is the local oxide feature density, C and k are parameters independent to the feature density, and DFT and IDFT refer to Discrete Fourier Transformation and its inverse operation. Tian et al [12] gave the following approximation of f(x,y): Post-CMP Topography variation can be reduced by inserting dummy features into the circuit layout to change the feature density. Besides feature density, each cell also has a capacity indicating the maximum amount of dummy feature to be added into the cell. Therefore, the feature density distribution d(i,j) is actually a variable. Density optimization for minimum topography variation can be formulated as a linear programming problem and solved optimally. See [12] for more details.
As different shuttle mask floorplans result in different feature density and capacity distributions, it naturally forms a floorplanning problem how to pack chips on the shuttle mask such that the area and topography variation are minimized. We will also consider this problem in our floorplanner.
Die-to-die Inspection Constraint
Defects may appear on the mask during the process of mask making. A defect is any flaw distorting the mask image from the original design, including extra chrome region such as chrome spots and chrome bridging between geometry, or extra clear areas such as pin holes and clear extensions. In order to guarantee good yield, IC manufacturers require defects on the mask to be controlled very well. Therefore, defects on the mask must be carefully inspected and repaired before the mask set is delivered.
Die-to-die and die-to-database are two kinds of mask inspection technique. Die-to-die inspection compares two identical chip images at different positions on the mask. In contrast, die-to-database compares the chip image on the mask and the computer-generated image stored in the database. Die-to-die inspection has higher sensitivity to detect defects, as the defect is unlikely to appear twice at the same location of the chip images. However, chips under die-to-die inspection must appear pair-wise and be aligned horizontally or vertically on the mask for the sake of the requirement set by the inspection machine.
[2] studied area minimization of the shuttle mask floorplan with such a die-to-die inspection constraint, and proposed a merging method to handle the constraint. In their method, a pair of identical chips to be aligned is first merged into a superblock which has multiple shapes. The shuttle mask floorplanning problem with die-to-die inspection constraint is then transformed to an unconstrained floorplanning problem by replacing each pair of identical chips to be aligned with a superblock, as shown in Figure 7 . As we mentioned in 2.1, the unconstrained floorplanning problem can be solved efficiently. In addition, by applying the merging method, the die-to-die constraint problem is easy to incorporate with other objectives besides area minimization. As the technology continues to advance, there might be other constraints in shuttle mask floorplanning in the future. For example, the transistor orientation may become strict due to manufacturability reason [13] , which will impose an orientation constraint on each chip. Although this orientation constraint is actually a friendly constraint in that it reduces the complexity of the floorplanning by prohibit possible rotations, we cannot expect other emerging constraints always to have such a nice property. Because of the variety of objectives and constraints, we believe the shuttle mask floorplanning will be kept open for further research.
THE MULTI-OBJECTIVE FLOORPLANNER
We have implemented a simulated annealing (SA) based floorplanner to solve the shuttle mask floorplanning problem with multiple optimization objectives and constraints, as the SA based floorplanner is proved to be very successful in solving floorplanning problems in IC design. Figure 8 shows a generic algorithm of simulated annealing search. SA search can be approximately considered as the combination of a random search at high temperature and a greedy search at low temperature. Temperature T plays the role of control parameter for smooth transition. We choose the slicing floorplan for the shuttle mask, which is obtained by recursively cutting a rectangle into smaller rectangles. Each chip will be put in an indivisible small rectangle called basic block. The topological structure of a slicing floorplan can be elegantly represented as rooted binary tree, or equivalently, a normalized polished expression. It has a smaller solution space than the non-slicing structure for SA search. In addition, empirical evidence shows that given a minimum area floorplanning problem, the solution of slicing structure found by SA search has close area to the one of non-slicing structure. Next, we will introduce the techniques used to handle multiple objectives and constraints we have investigated.
Die-to-die Inspection and Orientation Constraints
The orientation constraint on a chip can be explained as whether a chip with height h and width w is allowed to have multiple shapes in the floorplan: w x h, or h x w. If we take the merging method in [2] to put a pair of identical chips together so as to satisfy the die-to-die constraint, the superblock of the chip pair will also have multiple shapes.
Multiple shapes of a chip can be described by its shape curve, which is defined as feasible dimensions of the block containing this chip. In a floorplan represented as a slicing tree, each leaf node will represent a basic block. The shape curve of the leaf node is determined by the shape of the chip this leaf node refers to; the shape curve of an internal node is calculated by merging its two children nodes' shape curve. The shape curve of the root will determine the minimum area of the floorplan.
A nice property of shape curve is that, by initializing the shape curve of a basic block in different ways, we can easily guarantee that a shuttle mask is feasible with the die-to-die inspection and orientation constraints. For example, suppose we have a chip with height h and width w. We can apply 4 possible combinations of die-to-die and orientation constraints on it: (1) the chip is under orientation constraint, but free of die-to-die inspection constraint; (2) the chip is free of both orientation and die-to-die inspection constraints; (3) the chip is under constraints of both orientation and dieto-die inspection; (4) the chip is free of orientation constraint but under die-to-die constraint. Here we refer a chip is under die-to-die inspection constraint to the scenario that it must be merged with another identical chip. Figure 9 shows how the shape curve of the chip should look like in these situations. In any case, we can always reduce the die-to-die inspection or orientation constrained floorplanning problem into a unconstrained one. 
Area Minimization and Wafer Utilization Maximization
Given a floorplan, our evaluation of its wafer utilization is different from that of the previous work: (1) unlike [4] , we do not allow any chip to be cut out with any extra margin. For example, in Figure 6 , the wafer dicing plan on the left is legal for us to cut out chip 1 while the one on the right is illegal; (2) unlike [5] , we still consider wafer utilization maximization as an objective, and calculate the weighted combination of area and wafer utilization, as the combination may reflect the total cost of mask and wafer; it is a nice property of our floorplanner that it can be easily adapted to different cost models of mask and wafer manufacturing by adjusting weights of area and wafer utilization according to users' real situation; (3) unlike [4] that used the H-conflict and V-conflict graph of a floorplan separately, we use a single conflict graph which is sum of H-conflict and V-conflict graph to reflect the conflict relation among chips; (4) unlike [4] in which every wafer was cut in the same way, we may assign different dicing plans to different wafers. Consider the floorplan in Figure 2 whose H-conflict and V-conflict graph is shown in Figure 3 , its conflict graph is shown in Figure 10 . The optimal coloring scheme needs 3 colors, as there exist two 3-cliques in the graph but no 4-clique exists. A coloring scheme will be: {1, 4} red, {2} yellow, and {3} blue. Obviously, chips with the same color are neither H-conflict nor V-conflict. We require that for any wafer, only chips with the same color can be cut out. Three dicing plans for the floorplan in Figure 2 are shown in Figure 11 . A quick example will show how this strategy may improve wafer utilization. Assume we use the reticle in Figure 2 to print chips on wafer. The required volume of each chip is 240. The reticle is 4x with area 100mm x 132mm. The wafer has 200mm (8-inch) diameter. These data are all typical industry value. It is simple to calculate that there are at most 4x6=24 reticle projections on a wafer. With the dicing plan in Figure 5 , for each chip we can cut out 6 copies from the wafer. So we need 40 wafers to satisfy the volume requirement. However, with our dicing plans, from a wafer we can cut out 24 copies of each chip with the same color. The total number of required wafers thus becomes 240/24*3=30.
The evaluation of wafer utilization is shown in Figure 12 . Given a floorplan, we construct and color the conflict graph. Then we calculate the number of reticle projections based on the sizes of the wafer and the floorplan. With the color number and the reticle projection number, we obtain the number of required wafers as wafer utilization.
input: a slicing floorplan F and the size of the wafer begin construct the conflict graph G(F); color the conflict graph G(F); calculate the number of reticle projections on wafer; calculate the number of required wafers; end Figure 12 . the algorithm to evaluate wafer utilization.
As graph coloring has been proved to be a NP-hard problem, we use a greedy coloring algorithms proposed by [14] . The algorithm is shown in Figure 13 . Our experiment shows that this greedy algorithm is a good approximation to the optimal coloring scheme of the conflict graph.
input: a general graph G begin sort vertices of G by degree in the descending order; for i = 1 to n do assign the lowest indexed color c to v i such that for any v j adjacent to v i , j<i, c is not assigned to v i yet. end Figure 13 . The greedy coloring algorithm.
Area Minimization and Density Optimization
As usual, we solve area minimization and density optimization simultaneously by combining them into a single objective that is their weighted sum. The remaining question is how to evaluate the density optimality of a shuttle mask floorplan.
As we have discussed in Section 2.4, different shuttle mask floorplans may result in different density and capacity distributions that further result in different minimum topography variations (MTV). We need to find out which floorplan is optimal in topography variation after dummy features are inserted. Unfortunately, it is impractical to evaluate the MTV of a floorplan using the linear programming method in each SA search step, because a simulated annealing search may check thousands or even millions of solutions, and the linear programming method is just too costly in computation to afford. Instead, we have to take some heuristic to estimate the MTV.
A simple heuristic is to aggressively assume that the optimal amount of dummy feature to be inserted to each chip is independent of the floorplan. Before starting floorplanning, we pre-fill dummy features in each chip by using the linear programming method. With that assumption we only need two DFT and one IDFT operations in each SA search step. In this paper our floorplanner uses this heuristic, assuming each input chip has been pre-filled. Notice that this heuristic becomes accurate when the input chip has strong restriction on dummy insertion.
A more complicated heuristic is to design some predictive function to guide the floorplanner to a solution expected to have the MTV. It is critical to find a fast and accurate predictive function.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement the shuttle mask floorplanner based on the Wong-Liu floorplanner [15] . The code runs on a Linux workstation with a single P4 2.4G Hz CPU with 512K L2 cache and 1G DRAM. We derive our data set from industry shuttle masks. This data set includes 12 chips with different sizes and shapes. Table 1 compares the quality of the floorplans found by different weighted combinations of area and wafer utilization cost. (A, W) refers to the normalized weights for area and wafer utilization. # of wafers refers to the required number of wafers to cut out all chips. The wafer utilization is defined as its reciprocal. The smaller the number of required wafers, the larger the wafer utilization. # of Projections refers to the maximum number of the reticle projections on wafer. Colors refer to the number of colors to color the conflict graph of the floorplan. White Space indicates how compact the shuttle mask floorplan is. We can see the consistent trend that when the weight of wafer utilization increases, the wafer utilization is improved while the white space rate goes up. The floorplans for the best wafer utilization case and the best area case are shown in Figure 14 respectively. As the weights of area and wafer utilization are adjusted according to the different cost models of mask and wafer, the floorplan with the optimal total cost can be easily obtained from our floorplanner. Figure 14 . Floorplans for the best wafer utilization and best area. Table 2 shows the comparison of topography variation with and without density optimization. As we can see, with consideration of density optimization, the optimal solution may have slightly larger mask area, but the post-CMP topography variation may be remarkably improved which will benefit the yield. Figure 15 shows the floorplans. Figure 15 . Floorplans with and without the objective of density optimization.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate multiple objectives and constraints related to cost, yield and manufacturability in shuttle mask floorplanning. We also present a simulated annealing based floorplanner to solve these objectives, constraints, and their combinations. Our floorplanner can be easily adapted to different cost models of mask and wafer manufacturing which may lead to different optimal solutions to different users. Experiments on industry data show promising results.
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